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Beating Back the Tsunami with Intelligence
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VitalBriefing, “Your Personal Journalist”

A global “virtual outsource newsroom” (CaaS) that 
aggregates, synthesizes and summarizes reliable and 

essential business information to guide companies and 
their clients in multiple industries. 
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VitalBriefing’s 70+ industry-specialist journalists around 
the world use our proprietary platform to create short-
form, curated and essential business briefings to help 
drive internal decisions.



David Schrieberg, Chief Executive 

Officer (Luxembourg)

Digital content pioneer, serial entrepreneur, 
media senior exec, Pulitzer prizewinning 
journalist. Formerly:

• CEO venture-backed documentary film 
start-up (with “Supersize Me” 
filmmaker Morgan Spurlock)

• Vice President, Content &
Programming,  AOL Europe

• Digital media consultant to global 
brands, e.g. Forbes, PBS, Time Inc.,    B 
of A,  RTL Group, Lincoln Ford

• 20-year career as magazine and 
newspaper journalist,  Newsweek & 
McClatchy foreign bureau chief  (prizes: 
Pulitzer, Polk, Broun, Kennedy)
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Founders: International leaders in content, 

search and digital delivery

• President, Reuters Search and Content 
Technologies

• Senior Vice President, AOL Search and 
Directional Media Group

• CEO, Frequency Group

• CEO, Collecta (Real-time search)

• Investor/advisor to start-ups

• 18-year career creating profitable 
product and businesses online for 
CompuServe, Compaq, Altavista, etc.

Search industry/technology pioneer 
(patent holder), serial entrepreneur, senior 
executive. Formerly:

Pulitzer prizewinning digital content pioneer, ex-Thomson Reuters 

President, lead core team and global network of top sector-expert journalists

Gerry Campbell, Chairman 

(Los Angeles)



• Identify business opportunities…and threats

– What you don’t know can kill you; what you know can power your growth

– Must-have insights on your competitors, clients and essential issues

• Save money

– Your time has a price: Don’t spend it filtering for what matters

– Use your staff resources for what they do best

• Filter the noise

– Get only what you need, and customised to ensure relevance

• Trust the quality

– Relevant, accurate, reliable, timely, easy to absorb intelligence

– Personalised customer care and journalistic rigor are our DNA
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Business-critical intelligence for you, your 
employees and clients…



* Executive Briefings: Daily and Weekly
Concise summaries with best sources linked for execs & staff 
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Carrying 

client’s 

brand for 

internal or 

external 

audiences: 

Always high-

quality 

content to 

help guide 

decisions


